Set a comfortable course, discover Seafarer™ by Itasca.
Experience the spirit that inspired the rugged mariners. Seafarer.
Seafarer is outfitted with modern kitchen appliances, a fully equipped rear bath with shower with ample room to enjoy it all. The tasteful nautical inspired decor and the easily maintained work surfaces will delight the lady on board. A damp cloth and everything is ship-shape.

What sets Seafarer apart from other motor homes is the attention to detail. Imagine, if you will, the attractive, comfortable interior accented with these authentic features; the brass plated ships clock, the ships wheel mirror in the bath, the brass Captain’s bell, the weather center that tracks temperature, humidity, barometric pressure and the rich teak wood appointments, the assist rail and off.

Choose from brown coordinated interiors or whatever color you prefer. The Seafarer story begins from the ground up. The smooth-riding, dependable Chevrolet chassis and drive train has to be the best place to start. Add the reliability and experience of Itasca coachwork. With a combination like that, you can’t go wrong.

From the rocky coastline to the winding mountain roads, Seafarer will log miles anywhere and get you there in luxurious comfort. Seafarer is at home in any terrain and you are home in Seafarer.
You will appreciate the conveniences in your Seafarer. Built in, not added on. The dinette table handles any size meal and an insert flips over to a felt surface to enjoy your favorite card game. The table easily stows away to allow dinette seats to convert to a bed.

Stow your gear with room to spare on board the spacious Seafarer. Your fishing rods are securely stored in a convenient tackle rack on the passenger side. Your Captain's quarters are like no other. And it says so with your name engraved on the plate mounted on the teak plaque just above the door.

**Standard Features**

**Chassis**  
Chevrolet P30 series chassis ☑ rugged steel channel frame rails ☑ 157” wheelbase ☑ dual rear wheels ☑ heavy duty rated rear leaf springs.

**Automotive**  
350 cubic inch Chevrolet V8 engine ☑ 3 speed turbo-hydramatic transmission ☑ cruise control ☑ power steering ☑ RV thumpless tires ☑ aluminized exhaust system ☑ jack and tools ☑ spare tire carrier & cover ☑ trailer hitch ☑ front and rear mud flaps ☑ chrome bumpers ☑ 50 amp. battery ☑ 2 auxiliary 105 amp. deep cycle batteries ☑ sunvisors.

**Safety**  
2 automotive steps ☑ fire extinguisher (2 B.C.) ☑ safety glass tinted windows ☑ L.P. leak detector ☑ inside and outside rear view mirrors ☑ outside assist handle with light.

**Convenience and comfort**  
Ash tray and cigarette lighter ☑ permanent mount L.P. with gauge ☑ AM, FM radio and stereo tape ☑ 13,500 BTU roof air conditioner with 4,000 watt generator ☑ 28,000 BTU forced air furnace ☑ 6 gallon water heater ☑ 110/12 volt electrical system ☑ Luggage compartment, underside ☑ TV antenna ☑ demand water system ☑ marine toilet ☑ water holding tank ☑ sewer hose and storage ☑ shower with flexible head ☑ power bath vent ☑ luggage rack & access ladder ☑ roof storage box.

**Kitchen and Dinette**  
4 burner range with fashionable glass faced oven and power hood ☑ 8 cu. ft. electric refrigerator ☑ blender ☑ sink cover ☑ double sink ☑ dinette.

**Sleeping**  
Dinette converts to bed ☑ front sleeper slider with comfortable 76”x52” mattress ☑ curtains for front (wrap around) and front bunk.
Triple the average motor home protection

The 1977 Itasca Owner Protection Plan is already an industry phenomenon. It'll cover you for no less than three years or 36,000 miles. And not just on a few isolated parts, either. We'll cover the inside, the outside, the underside—anything operational, except normal replacement items like spark plugs and oil filters.

In fact, if you keep your 1977 Itasca serviced regularly, we'll assure you that for three years or 36,000 miles, no repair job resulting from a mechanical malfunction will ever cost you more than $25. And for the first year or 12,000 miles—Itasca's Limited Warranty period—it won't even cost you a penny.

Due to continued product improvement and changes in suppliers, design and production, accuracy cannot be guaranteed in descriptive and pictorial representation of the products in this brochure. While they are believed to be current at the time of publication, equipment, colors, material specifications, and model availability are subject to change without notice. Please contact your authorized Itasca dealer for current model specifications.

Itasca is a division of Winnebago Industries, Inc.
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